
Unlocking DNA

DNA is like a code that tells 
cells what to do.  The cell can 
“read” this code to see what 
it should do and when.  Each 
organism has different DNA.  
Your DNA is what makes 
you a person and not a fish, 
a squirrel, or a tree.  It also 
determines what you should 
look like and even parts of your 
personality.  Scientists are just 
beginning to discover all the 
amazing features of DNA.
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Organelles
Just as our bodies need many different kinds of cells to function, cells 

themselves have many specialized parts.  In animals, body parts with specific 
functions are called organs.  Cell parts with specific functions are called 
organelles.  Plant and animal cells have many organelles in common.  

The most important organelle is a cell’s nucleus.  This is similar to the 
brain of a cell.  It controls all of the cell’s activities.  The nucleus is also 
where a cell’s DNA is stored.  DNA stands for deoxyribonucleic (dee-OK-si-
rahy-boh-NOO-klee-ik) acid.  Try saying that five times fast!  DNA carries 
information from parent cells to offspring.  

A cell is protected by a cell membrane.  A cell membrane acts like the 
skin of a cell.  It is a thin, flexible cover.  It lets in things that a cell needs, 
such as food, water, and nutrients and allows waste to leave.  Inside cells, you 
will find cytoplasm.  This is a jelly-like fluid in which all the other structures 
of cells exist.  It contains many of the chemicals cells need to function.  
Ribosomes are the organelles that help cells make proteins.  Cells need 
proteins in order to function.

Life Spans

Cells have different life spans.  In the 

human body, some cells in the digestive 

tract only live a few days.  Cells in the 

pancreas may live as long as one year!

Proteins help rebuild and repair damaged cells.  They are especially important during cell reproduction. 
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